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Thanks to the North Carolina stay-at-home order, social distancing has been
effective in keeping our local COVID-19 infection rates relatively low. The current
public health outlook now allows for a highly structured, phased move-out starting
on May 11th.
" We anticipate that students will be able to sign up for a move-out time beginning
on Monday, May 4 beginning at noon. Sign-up will be done via the Housing
Portal.
" Please note that our portal has a limit on the number of students who may
be signed in at one time. If you are unable to sign-in, please wait and try
again at a later time. Thank you for your patience and understanding.
" The number of people in buildings at a given time will be carefully controlled for
maximum social distancing. No overnight stays in residence halls will be allowed.
" For students and families who are unable/choose not to come back to campus
to move out, the University will provide access to options for pack-and-store (at
no charge) or pack-and-ship
--------------- (at student’s expense) for those students.
" We want to caution that if the public health guidance changes, we will have to
adapt our plans for the safety of all involved. This could mean postponing or
canceling move-out dates.
" We cannot allow private movers on campus during this time, other than our
strategic partner, Storage Scholars (a student-entrepreneurship venture).
" Staff will be rounding communities and will follow-up if a student has not
completed their packing during their time slot. If a student is unable to finish
their packing in a reasonable timeframe, the remainder of their belongings will
be packed and stored for them.
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MOVE-OUT FAQ
" Q: In a time of social distancing, why are you allowing-people
to return to campus?
--- --------------------" Q: Why do we have to be screened before we can be approved to return to campus for
move-out?
" Q: When and where can I sign up to return for move out?
" Q: What if I'm unable to return to campus during this period?
" Q: None of the appointment times are possible given my schedule (or the times I could
come were already taken). What are my options?
" Q: What happens if I don’t have enough time to move out during my time slot?
" Q: Why do appointment times diﬀer depending on where you live?
" Q: How many- people
can I bring with me to help me move out?
--- -----------" Q: Will Wake provide any hand trucks, carts, etc. during move out?
" Q: Can I hire movers?

" Q: How will you clean/disinfect to ensure safety--of people
moving out?
--- ------" Q: Can my roommate/friend move my things out or take my boxes home?
" Q: I had an appointment to move out, and then I received a message saying my
appointment had to be canceled. What do I do?
" Q: I am not living in my assigned room, I switched rooms with another student. How do
we proceed?
" Q: I have items of mine in another student’s room. How do I get those back?
" Q: Can I move myself out on May 18 (the day of Virtual Conferring of Degrees) so I can be
here with my friends for the ceremony?
" Q: I’m a graduating senior, do I have to be moved out by May 18?
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